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Most of the business chain owners face problems with their products and 

services, due to growing competition and customer demands. It is not easy 

to meet the customer’s needs. The questions about where and how to 

place the goods properly to make them more attractive for the customer 

and an effort to improve their service -- what goods to add to the offer 

or eliminate the theft of goods belong to the issues that daily business 

owners deal with. In terms of overall profitability, cost-effectiveness, easy 

inventory, smart targeted marketing, better customer service, and true 

overall security for customers, employees, and the elimination of theft of 

goods are among the key indicators of cost savings.

ShopSys is an innovative and effective solution for smart stores where, 

with the introduction of lighting sensors, we ensure that all necessary 

requirements are monitored by our customer in a fast and cost effective 

manner.



You don´t need to build a new electric grid:  
it is possible to use the power network  
of the lighting system.



LIGHTING
AS A NETWORK

• UNIFORMLY  LOCATED NETWORK IN THE SHOP

• ECONOMICAL  FINANCING THROUGH ENERGY SAVING

• SMART  NETWORK BY LIGHTING REPLACEMENT

• CONSTANT  VOLTAGE AVAILABLE AT 230V

• SUITABLE  POSITIONING AT HEIGHTS

• SIMPLE  ADMINISTRATION AND MAINTENANCE

The main reason is that lights we can 

be found in all important parts of the 

shop. Every light is evenly distributed. 

Every light could be replaced with an 

LED luminaire which brings savings 

and, in turn, the municipality will get 

funds for further shop development, 

a power reserve and extended 

functionality. 

Lights are ideally distributed and 

spaced, which means their installation 

height protects them from vandalism. 

Why via lighting?

This means better conditions for the 

propagation of RF communication 

and an ideal location for installing 

cameras and sensors. There is no need 

to build a new electricity grid, it is 

possible to use the power network of 

the lighting system. A constant 230V 

power supply forms the basis for most 

sensors and devices in the SmartRetail.
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A SHOPSYS
IOT PLATFORM

In simple terms, the purpose of any IoT device is 

to connect with other IoT devices and applications 

(cloud-based mostly) to relay information using 

internet transfer protocols.

The gap between the device sensors and data 

networks is filled by an IoT Platform that is available 

now to provide the option to deploy Internet of Things 

applications on the go.

ShopSys is an open platform integrating multiple 

applications and they build Smart Retail. The platform 

works as an application provider able to customise and 

re-use existing data, components and visualisation.

We usually use the Powerline system for 

communication between the lamps. This means 

that the communication signal is transmitted via the 

standard power supply network. Another goal is to 

enable connectivity with third-party systems.

ShopSys is open to Ethernet/MQTT, Ethernet/HTTPS, 

LoRAWAN and NB-IoT communications protocols.  

The collected data is stored in the IoT Platform. 

Data collection (Big data) in a SmartRetail is secured 

by multiple sensors that monitor different parameters. 

All these devices can be implemented directly into the 

luminary.
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OUR BENEFITS

Why implement smart technology 

into your shopping place? 

The main reason is that you fully exclude 

the human factor. The control system is 

automatic, so it means you do not need 

any new staff for its maintenance. The 

customer will save costs by effective 

energy savings of water, electricity, 

gas and heat. The maintenance of the 

system provides comfortable control 

by using intuitive operation elements. 

Every important part of the shop is fully 

monitored and optimised. The system 

provides an automatic search for the best 

solutions. 

The ShopSys IoT gateway could easily 

integrate devices which are connected to 

legacy and 3rd party systems plus could 

be connected to your OPC-UA server or 

MQTT broker.

The ShopSys remote controller provides 

the following three options:

- Onsite: Edge remote controller ready 

for connectivity failure and time critical 

scenarios

- Open: Linux – based system opened for 

3rd party integration

- Secure: cryptic communication and 

controller consistency checks



TThe software can be applied simply 

by adding secure connectivity/hosting 

through the air. It is possible to connect 

only one luminary or a group of luminaries. 

It enables an inter-cloud Wi-Fi Connection 

between selected sustainable luminaires. 

We offer a variety of smart services, cloud 

post and applications, which can be added 

at any time without any additional effort.  

Each new sensor can be easily connected.

ShopSys uses a widget system where 

a user is able to customize the graphic 

interface based on the user’s needs. A 

web application is created in responsive 

design.

WEB APPLICATION



SMART 
RETAIL 
STRUCTURE
All areas of the retail where we receive 

data can be divided into several 

modules: infrastructure, intelligence, 

environment, safety and information. 

Modules are assigned to applications 

that can evaluate, manage and modify 

acquired data. ShopSys is a platform 

that integrates all applications into one 

intelligent system.
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APPLICATIONS FUNCTIONALITY

Lighting
Energy saving and management
Parking
Logistic
Supply management

- Monitoring, Movement detection, Lighting scenes, TW, Daylight, Alerts, Schedulers, Reports

- Smart grids and metering utilities (Electricity, Water, Gas)

- Integrated Vehicle Parking Management System

- The replenishment of goods

Waste
Indoor air quality
Thermal comfort

- The monitoring of waste amount

- Temperature, Humidity, CO2

- The monitoring of an air quality

Touch Kiosk
Connected retail
Communication services

- Browsing, Traffic, Demographics, Queue, Buying

CCTV monitoring
Video image analysis
Fire detection
Cash register system

- Safety and Security, Control and Monitoring

- Safety and Security, Control and Monitoring

- Escape Routes, Fire Protection Systems, Automatic Emergency Rescue Call, Evacuation

- Cash Register System

Smart metric systems
Connectivity
Mobile payment
Card reader systems



The ShopSys lighting module 

provides access to the 

management and monitoring 

of lighting where the 

implementation of specific 

operations is made via modern 

widgets. It means that the 

module is summarized in 

5 chapters: Control, Data, 

Optimisation, Prediction and 

Maintenance.  

The system offers widgets, which shows 

maps with displayed entities (Electrical 

Distribution Boxes, luminaries, sensors, 

control panels etc.). The user could 

easily view news and events for better 

orientation in the system.  

Another widget provides the following 

measured functionalities, such as the 

ability to set the full overview of GUI, 

the creation of individual widgets, review 

statistics plus full device monitoring.

The user of the system and map could easily 

check a lots of important information via 

edit view. Maintenance is fully in his hands 

so switching to a different map type or 

another device can be done quickly and 

easily. The system does not offer only 

LIGHTING

Overview of 
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Overview of Schedulers

Luminaires Groups and Scenes



view functions, but also maintain options 

such as inserting virtual points, marking 

devices to see, creating of device groups 

or monitoring of devices.

Accessibility into the system is again 

highly multifunctional. The user is able to 

login into the system from a computer, 

tablet or even from a smart phone. On 

devices the user can see full information 

about the current lamp, its setting and 

measurements.

The smart system can reduce costs by 

automated data collection and user-

friendly local control provides autonomy 

for its user.

The alert modules provide a full overview 

of used luminaires. The user is able to have 

an overview of a luminaire s attributes, its 

measurements, map, fault notification 

and event notification under one view. As 

its functionalities are set up for easy and 

friendly usage, the opportunity to manually 

Mapping of luminaires
in the form of Groups, 

Models of Luminaires, Distribution boxes,
Virtual Points and its statuses.

INFRASTRUCTURE



Lamp failure 
Errors list

View of the 
luminaire fail 

position

refresh data and change luminaire s 

values are a must. The view shows error 

notification, measured parameters, history 

of luminaire measurement and its changes 

in detail.  

We believe that the energy saving 

will become the real priority of every 

modern shop. The opportunity to check 

consumption even the saving of energy on 

daily, weekly, monthly or annually bases, 

is among the most important functions of 

our system.

The control system provides many 

functions which are helpful for its users. It 

provides a basic overview of the status of 

each device managed by the platform. The 

information section is very useful, as there 

we can check information from events, 

alarms and reports. In the event part you 

can record the activity of every user at a 

specific time and the impact of the user 

authorisation level. The alarm control view 

can record users and archive every issue 

and error message. The alarm part includes 

fault troubleshooting management, which 

announces the occurrence of a disorder, 

the duration of troubleshooting, failures 

or associate a problem with a specific user. 

The control reports offer the customer 

full maintenance. The user is able to set 

up measurement reports on daily, weekly 

or monthly bases. The user is able to 

download the necessary parameters into 

a report and send them via email. It offers 

also the possibility to download reports 

in XMLS format, so it is really easy to 

process data for other required actions. 

It is possible also to set up different roles 

or user authorisation levels. It means that 

the owner can set up different roles for 

different users.

The other multifunctional possibilities 

of the control system are individually 

customisable widgets and the set of 

specific views for users’ home page.



An energy saving management 

system is available for many 

diverse applications. 

Its installation can easily collect reliable 

and fault tolerant information for your 

smart water and energy measurement, 

energy monitors, and much more.

It can be applied to see advanced and 

flexible data visualization. The alarm 

widgets react to every unexpected 

situation automatically.

The management system is available 

to group existing entities through 

relations and it analyses smart 

metering data with high efficiency.

The end-user dashboards are 

customizable to analyse and share 

smart metering monitoring results.

One really interesting and useful 

function is the availability to integrate 

analytic frameworks and solutions 

with 3rd parties. It ensures advanced 

metering usage results.  

An application enables metering 

management by utilizing ThingsBoard 

API to control and manage smart 

meters.

AN ENERGY SAVING INFRASTRUCTURE





PARKING

Efficient parking policy inspection
thanks to targeted enforcement to  
spaceswith unauthorised parking

Parking guide LED display
- with real-time count  

of parking places

Adapts to your parking policy
- configuration broken down to  

a single parking spot

Analysis of parking  
- collection of data, statistical data of 
conversion, utilisation, revenue etc.

SMART PARKING SOLUTIONS

FOR SHOPPING MALLS

The implementation of smart parking 

is possible into indoor, even in outdoor 

parking. The sensor in the luminaire 

can simply check number of free / 

used parking places.

The Smart Parking Application can be 

used to search for free parking places 

and to pay parking fees. The visitors 

will appreciate comfortable mobile 

payments.

INFRASTRUCTURE





SMART 
METRIC 
SYSTEMS

Customer’s movements and the gathering of that data means by 

implementing smart technology into store thus becomes a part of 

Smart Retail.

Thanks to the Smart Retail we can create effective targeted marketing 

and thereby maximise profits with minimal effort and additional costs.

The monitoring possibilities: 

- BROWSING

- TRAFFIC MONITORING

- DEMOGRAPHIC MONITORING

- QUEUE MONITORING

INTELLIGENCE



The customer movement analytics 

based on positioning data can simply 

answer questions as:

Are my stores designed optimally?

Which zines of the store are bypassed?

What is the optimal time to shop?

How much time do customers spend 

on the store ineffectively?

The browsing provides detailed view 

of how exactly customers utilise the 

shopping area, how they interact with 

the product zones and the store s 

layout in general.

The customer flow is precisely tracked 

and analysed thanks to the RTLS (real-

time location system). 

BROWSING
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TRAFFIC

40 28 41 28 41 30

The traffic monitoring can simply 

answer:

Has the campaign helped me get more 

visitors?

How many visitors came to the store?

Do I have correctly set up opening 

hours according to the number of 

people walking around during the day?

Do I have a sufficient number of 

employees in relation to the current 

number of customers in the store?

The traffic monitoring provides 

information how many visitors came 

into the store after the campaign, f.e. 

if the number increased / decreased. If 

the store is closed and the movement 

around the store is high, we can think 

about changing of opening hours. 

INTELLIGENCE



ID#:
ATTENTION:

Age:
Gender:

Happiness:
Surprise:
Anger:

Disgust:
Fear:

Sadness:

11506
0:43 0
28
Female

ID#:
ATTENTION:

Age:
Gender:

Happiness:
Surprise:
Anger:

Disgust:
Fear:

Sadness:

11505
0:05 0
35
Male

The demographic monitoring answer 

questions as:

How do my customer s demographics 

change over time?

Has the target group been attracted?

Was the campaign effective? 

How was demography changed on 

individual sites during A /B Campaign 

Testing?

The customer can adjust his marketing 

activities to real target audience. 

Thanks to the dedicated biometric 

sensors, the owner will be able to 

analyse the gender and age structure 

of the customers with high accuracy.

DEMOGRAPHICS



QUEUE

The queue monitoring can answer 

questions as: 

Do I have optimised cashier shifts?

How does the length of rows affect 

the frequency of purchases and 

customer loyalty?

How many cashiers do I need to 

schedule for the next week?

The queue monitoring provides to 

the owner live queue values. The 

owner can easily identify overloaded 

shifts, when longer queues occurred. 

It can also monitor, if the store lost 

or increase the number of visits from 

loyal customers. According to data 

provided, the owner can also quickly 

find out, which day of the week has 

the highest congestion at the cashiers.

INTELLIGENCE



DETECTION OF UNAUTHORIZED 
MANIPULATION WITH A CAMERA

SMOKE DETECTION

VOLUME DETECTION BY COLOUR

DETECTION OF DISSAPPEARED 
SUBJECTS

FIRE DETECTION

OBJECT DETECTION 
IN THE MARKED ZONE

CCTV 
MONITORING 
Thanks to LMS and CCTV interconnectivity, 

it is possible to set areas that are captured 

on camera. This means that it can be 

adjusted to increase motion intensity 

during movement and the captured 

image should be more easily recognisable. 

The cameras may be used for movement 

detection with central connection to the 

lamps.

A VIDEO 
ANALYSIS
The video analytics module streamlines the 

automated supervision of critical events. The 

digital signal processes circuits to ensure 

high detection sensitivity. The high resistance 

to false alarms remains preserved.

Options:

- Detection of unauthorized camera 

  manipulation

- Smoke detection

- Volume detection by colour

- Detection of missing items

- Fire detection

- Object detection in the marked zone



The system can be connected with 

other various sensors and can be used 

to warn about danger in the area (gas 

leak, fire ...) by using light sirens.

Early detection of existing issues 

saves human lives.

FIRE
ALARM

GAS
ALARM

FIRE DETECTION, 
DANGEROUS GASES 
DETECTION

SAFETY



INFORMATION SYSTEM

The easily accessible information 

for customers can increase 

profits. Our kiosk ensures that all 

the required information will be 

available at any time. 

The customers are informed about actual 

campaigns in the store, actual prices, new 

products and it can easily navigate the 

customer, where the required product can 

be found. It has many possibilities how to 

get required information to the customer / 

visitor, such as navigation plan of shopping 

mall, check the itinerary of public transport, 

free job vacancies in the stores and many 

more. In case of any theft, the visitor can 

call police or security service.

The employees will really appreciate regular 

statistics of the number of visitors per day. 

A high number of stolen products helps to 

solve a situation immediately, not after a 

monthly report. The aforementioned option 

helps to solve issues and to avoid high 

financial losses. All employees will receive 

services that offer them more comfortable 

and better lives in their workplaces, because 

it is they who are the direct beneficiaries of 

Smart Retail advantages.
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